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Phylogenetic analysis is an important ​ ​ research area of evolutionary biology,
which aims to reconstruct the evolutionary history of all organisms. Phylogenetic tree,
also called evolutionary tree, is a tool to show the relationship of the evolution of
species. Methods to reconstructing phylogenetic tree can be currently divided into two
categories: 1) methods based on optimal principle, such as maximum parsimony
method and maximum likelihood method; 2) methods based on the principle of
non-optimal, such as distance method. The purpose of phylogenetic tree
reconstruction is to find out the one and only one evolutionary tree representing real
evolutionary relationship.
Because the history of the evolution of species cannot reappear and the
evolutionary rules may be occasional, how to determine the real phylogenetic tree has
been controversial. However, single-criterion algorithms may not get the real
evolutionary tree because of noise and other reasons. In this paper, phylogenetic tree
reconstruction based on multi-objective optimization can simultaneously consider
different reconstruction criteria and therefore obtain a set of feasible trees to provide a
wider range of evolution possibility on the premise of reliability.
In this paper, two experiments based on genes of 16 primates are performed
based on multi-objective evolutionary algorithm framework. The first experiment
takes the likelihood value and the distance rate as two objectives and obtain
satisfactory solutions compared with recognized evolution relationship; The second
experiment takes the likelihood value and the parsimony value as two objectives and
the feasible solutions are more accurate than that of experiment one at the expense of
time consumption. Inspired by the distance method, the second experiment improves
to accelerate the convergence speed in setting a distances rate value as the threshold to
discard directly trees whose distance rates are larger than the threshold and
constructing a "leadership tree" by a greedy method in the initial population to help
screening in the early generations.














number of one sub-problem’s neighbor T make on experiment results are compared to
determine the best parameter values. Experiment results verify that the optimized
method can produce satisfactory results on some other data sets.
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1964 年，美国进化生物学家 Zuckerkandl E[1]等提出分子进化理论。因为分
子研究的普适性(无论是动植物、细菌，其 DNA 均由腺嘌呤 A、胞嘧啶 C、鸟嘌
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